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tAbstract
Turbine Engine Diagnostics(TED) is a diagnosticexpert system
to aid the Ml Abrams tank mechanic find and fix problems in
the AGT-1500 turbine engine.TED was designedto provide the
apprentice mechanic the’ability to diagnose and repair the
turbine enginelike an expert mechanic. The expert systemwas
designed and built by the U.S. Army Research Laboratory
,I_. \ and the U.S. Army Ordnance Center and Schooi
~HKLJ
(OC&S). This paper discusses the relevant background,
developmentissues,reasoning method, system overview, test
results,return on investment,and fielding history of the project.
Limited fielding beganin 1994 to select Army National Guard
units, and completefielding to all Ml Abrams tank maintenance
units started in 1997 and will finish by the end of 1998. The
Army estimatesthat TED will saveroughly $10 million per year
through improveddiagnosticaccuracyand reducedwaste. The
development and fielding of the TED program representsthe
Army’s first successfulfielded maintenancesystemin the area
of AI. There are severalreasonsassociatedwith the successof
the TED program: an appropriatedomain with proper scope,a
closerelationship with the expert, extensiveuser involvement,
plus others that are discussedin this paper.

Problem desari@Bon
The U. S. Army holds title to one of the most enviedweapon
systems developed- the Ml Abrams tank. The Gulf War
confirmed that the Abrams tank epitomizes lethality and
survivability on today’sbattlefield. Logistically, on the other
hand,the negativecorollary is that the Abrams is expensive
to operate, support, and maintain. Central to thesecosts is
the maintenance for its turbine engine.

Maintenanceon the Abramsengineis accomplishedat three
levels:organizational,direct support(DS), and depot. Depot
is usuallyin the United States. Items that cannotbe fixed at
one level are sentto the next higher level. SeeFigure 1.
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Figure l:‘Maintenance-Level Military Structure

For thi TED program,Abramstank maintenancewas quickly
identified as the proper domain with special focus on the
engine. Severalfactors contributed to the selectionof tank
maintenanceas an appropriatedomain for expert system
development. First and foremost, the cost associatedwith
maintaining the engine of the Abrams tank representedthe
largestportion of its operationand supportcosts. An engine
that cannotbe fixed at DS is shippedback to depotfor repair
and rebuild. One study determinedthat in one year, out of
360 turbine enginesreturnedto depot for repair, 40 percent
were reported as “no evidence of failure” (NEOF). This
means 40 percent of the engines returned for repair were
actually in running condition and should not have been
removed from the tank (Textron 1988, 1989). The
unnecessarycost relatedto NEOF conditions was estimated
at $18 miiiion per year for tihefleet of M i turbine engines
beforeTED. One of the main goalsof the TED programwas
to substantiallyreducethe $18 million NEOF wasteper year
(Johnson1997)].

The Army had tried for yearsto reducethe high incidenceof
NEOF. By 1991, there had been three failed attempts at
building a diagnostic expert systemfor the Ml engine.

Application

description

- Diagnostics,
- Repair parts,
- Maintenance,
- Bookkeeping,
- Training.

System overview

The software allows multimode access,either menu-driven
or data-driven. The choice is made by the soldier.

Early into the project, the turbine subject matter experts
(SMEs) and the knowledge engineersat ARL established
severaldesign goals. These goals were basedprimarily on
the SMEs’extensiveexperienceas mechanicsand instructors
for engine maintenanceclasses. The SMEs had extensive
experience with soldier mechanics--their likes and their
dislikes. The following lists the main design goals for the
TED software. The software should:
- be accurate,
- be easyto use,
- be flexible,
- be task oriented,
- be able to support multiple levels of expertise.

Diagnostics. This functional arearepresentsthe major share
of the code in TED. It contains 14 modules that find out
what is wrong with the engine. The modules organize DS
diagnostic logic by terms easily recognized by mechanics,
regardlessof experience.Troubleshootingareasinclude: No
Start, Low Power, High Oil Consumption, Engine Smokes,
Metal Contamination, Quick Coast Down, Idle Faults,
Engine Shutdown,Fault Finder, and ProtectiveModes. Each
of the submodulescontainsdiagnosticlogic to first determine
the causeof the faulty symptomand, once the causehasbeen
detected,to link the appropriatemaintenanceand repair parts
modules.

First, the softwareshouldbe accurate.It need not be perfect,
but it shouldbe significantly better at diagnosingfaults than
the system it is replacing. Otherwise, it will lose soldier
respectand will not be used. Second,it must be easyto use;
otherwise, it will sit on the shelf. Mechanics have favorite
storiesof diagnosticequipmentthat does nothing but occupy
lots of storagespace. Third, it must be flexible enough to
support a variety of diagnostic styles. For example, some
mechanicsare thorough and methodical, and a structured
step-by-stepapproachis best for them. A few have a sixth
senseand “know” what is wrong with an engine. They have
only limited needfor the information in TED and will only
use it as an occasional reference. Other soldiers have a
mixture of styles. They may know a lot about someparts of
the engine but need guidance in other areas. Fourth, TED
must be task structuredin a way that is naturalfor the soldier.
The currenttechnicalmanuals(TMs) have a structurethat is
difficult to useand to follow. Experts can navigatethe TMs,
but othersfind the structureconfusing. Finally, the last goal
recognizesthat mechanicscome with different skill levels.
Experts need little or no help from TED. Beginners need
extensive step-by-stepinstructions. A systemaimed at just
one level of expertise would bore the expert or baffle the
beginner.
Svstem
.I ------

Repair Parts. After a fault has been diagnosed,parts often
needto be ordered. The secondmain module of TED is the
repair parts and special tools list (RSPTL) module. This
modulegreatly enhancesthe mechanicsability to interrogate
the parts-ordering information for every aspect of the
Abrams engineand transmission. Provided to the mechanic
is the ability to search for items of interest in a variety of
ways. In addition to being automatically linked from a
diagnostic procedure, the mechanic can peruse the system
from a general table of contents or choose to search on
specific part number, national stock number, or
nomenclature.

orPanizatinn
--b -___--__--_

TED is organizedinto five functional areasthat representthe
various actionsperformed by Ml mechanics:
Figure2: TypicalPartsOrderingScreen
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Displayed in Figure 2 is a typical ordering selection form.
For each figure, its associatedparts list is displayed on the
right side while its drawing is detailed on the left. Items are
selectedfrom the parts list by buttoning the particular order
box. When necessary, portions of a drawing may be
magnifiedto highlight areasof interest, Information from the
RPSTL is automatically associatedwith its corresponding
work order.

cost, the user’s environment, available software, and
connectivity.
For the TED program, hardware constraints were
predetermined.The delivery platform selectedwas a 80486
PC which was part of the Army commoncomputerhardware.
The computerhas now been upgradedto a Pentium laptop.
Software

Maintenance. Maintenance actions for any component
include adjust,repair, remove, and replace. The procedures
can be invoked in either browse mode or data-drivenmode.
When in browsemode,maintenanceproceduresaremanually
selected through menus and submenus. This provides
experiencedmechanicsthe flexibility of viewing only the
procedures that they need, while bypassing familiar or
routine tasks. When in the data- driven mode, TED
automatically establishesthe correct links to all pertinent
maintenanceproceduresand to sections of the repair parts
manual.
Bookkeeping. All work done on an engine must be
documented,and this is done automatically in TED. Found
under the System Administration module are the report
writing and databasemaintenancefunctions. In addition to
allowing the mechanicthe ability to print the necessaryDA
2404 Technical Inspection Form, the system provides
numerous work order and statistical summaries. For the
database maintenance, routines to update and delete
information are also available.
Training. The first of the special applications is the
DiagnosticIntelligent Tutoring System(DITS). DITS is an
embedded tutorial system that covers basic maintenance
procedures,theory of engine operations, and guidance on
such tasks as hooking up the Ground Hop Support Set and
using a multimeter. Using interactive review and
troubleshootingmodules,mechanicscan hone their skills in
a field environment. DITS, a diagnostic trainer,
complementsTED, a diagnostictool, by providing mechanics
a completesystem.

In the past, computersystemswere typically characterizedby
the proprietary coupling of unique software to a specific
hardwareplatform. Today, contemporarycomputer systems
are breaking the sole-source syndrome and emphasizing
greater interoperability and portability. Increasing is the
numberof systemsadopting the “collection of components”
approach;betterknown as commercialoff-the-shelf (COTS).
In general terms, COTS software supports a large
commercialfollowing, is readily available, and easily meets
or extends a system’s capability requirements. Systems
developedusing a COTS approachare generally less costly,
quicker to be fielded, and more flexible than products
developed with non-COTS methods. Limiting the COTS
approach is the careful examination that is required to
correctly match systemrequirementswith the COTS model,
the potential for run-time fees, and the needfor specialized
wrapperprogramsthat could exist. While the true efficacy of
COTS productsis not without bounds,the benefits outweigh
the costs.
For the TED program, the adoption of COTS software was
considered beneficial. Time was judged better spent on
knowledge acquisition and testing than on pure code
development. Chosen as the primary subsystemwas the
commerciallyavailableprocedural-basedexpert systemshell,
Visual Expert, by Softsell. Additional featuresto the TED
program are provided by the COTS products from Visual
Basic, Access, Toolbook, and HyperWriter. In-house code
was developedwith Microsoft C++ and Borland’s Delphi.

AI Technology
Hardware
An invariable factor associatedwith every software system
developed is its hardware constraints. From the onset,
careful considerationmust be given to the delivery platform
(i.e. on what machine or machineswill the system reside).
Where possible,the identification should occur immediately.
The earlier a target machine is identified the sooner the
program can capitalize on its strengths and minimize its
weaknesses.For many applications,selectionof the delivery
platform is a moot point. Where selectionis possible, dialog
with the user is paramount,giving special considerationto
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The main diagnostic software in TED is a Windows-based
shell called Visual Expert from SoftSell. Visual Expert is
based on a reasoning paradigm called Procedural
Reasoning System (PRS) (Georgeff and Lansky, 1983,
1986). PRS is a visual method of encoding reasoning
strategiesusedby expertproblem solvers. The knowledge is
represented graphically with semantics suited to the
procedural,goal oriented style of problem solving, and PRS
is best suitedfor problemsthat are both proceduraland goaloriented. A procedural approachuses an ordered step-bystepprescriptionto obtain a desiredresult, possiblyincluding

alternatepaths in caseof failure. Such an approachis also
goal oriented if some steps are goals to be achievedrather
than specific actions to be performed (ADS 1988). Army
TMs closely follow this paradigm. They are often graphical
in nature with decision trees displayed on the page. Some
nodes represent goals to be achieved; others represent
specific tasks to be performed. These tasks can themselves
becomegoalswhosesolution is to be given on anotherpage
(or in anothermanual) (Ingham et al. 1997).
PRS is endowed with the attitudes of belief, desire, and
intention. (See Figure 3). The generalized system is
composedof a systemdatabase,a set of proceduresor plans,
an interpreter or inference engine, and a processstack. The
databasecontains the current beliefs of the system. These
beliefs could be static properties of the domain or beliefs
derivedby the systemitself as it executesits plans.The plans
are descriptionsof how to accomplishgiven goals or to react
to certain situations and are represented by declarative
procedure specifications. The body of these proceduresis
represented as a graphical network with sequences of
subgoals to be achieved as well as primitive actions to be
accomplished. The interpreter runs the entire system,
executingactive goalsand deciding what courseof action to
take basedon the beliefs the system has at a point in time
@lock et al. 1994).
PRS combines features from several programming
paradigms.Like PROLOG, it has goal-directedinferencing
and depth-firstsearch. Like expert systemshells, it provides
a frame systemfor global objects.Like LISP, it is well suited
for rapid prototyping. SMEs quickly learned how to read
Visual Expert’s visual code, and some began writing their
own code or modifying code written by the knowledge
engineers.

Application

use and payoff

Formal testing
During the week of 15 to 21 August 1993,an initial field test
of the TED program was conducted at Fort Stewart, GA.
Participatingin the test were 30 soldiersfrom the Tennessee
Army National Guard. Keeping in mind the target audience
(DS mechanics),the test had two objectives: First, measure
how accurately and quickly mechanics could identify
randomly assignedfaults on the engine using TED versus
using TMs; second, decide if the program was soldierfriendly. For the test, the 30 mechanicswere divided into 3
levelsof 10 mechanicseachbasedon their enlistedrank: ElE4, E5, and E6-E7.
Eachmechanicinspectedtwo engines,one with TED and one
with the TMs. The engineshad a random number of faults

*DstaOutputI-Figure 3: PRS Architecture
installed from a randomized list of possible faults. There
was a l-hour time limit for each inspection. An observer,
with a score card, was present with each mechanic to log
faults and the times that each fault was located. The
conditions of the test approximated the actual working
environment of the mechanics. There were three types of
datacollectedduring the field test: first, the observer’sscore
card (mentionedpreviously), which served as the basis for
the statisticalanalysis;second,a questionnairecompletedby
each mechanic, which allowed him to express his
impressionsof TED; third, each observerrecordedpersonal
comments, which served as an additional source of
information for further revisions.

I

E5

11%

42%

E6-E7

42%

56%

Overall

I

26%

I

52%

I

Table 1: Field Test Results
At eachlevel, TED outperformedthe current TM procedures
(seeTable 1). TED assistedthe junior enlisted(El - E4) and
the junior noncommissionedofficers (E5) in finding at least
twice as many faults as compared to the TMs. Note that
even though TED is designedfor junior mechanics,senior
mechanics(E6 - E7) were able to increasetheir efficiency by
using TED, Overall, the mechanics demonstrateda 96%
increase in their ability to efficiently diagnose the engine
(Taylor and Monyak 1994).
The ease of use becamereadily apparent to the observers
during the initial training session. Because many of the
mechanics had never used a computer, the observers
allocateda l-hour training block for each mechanic. In less
than 10 minutes,mechanicswho had never used a computer
InnovativeApplications 1035
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and on Sunday,i0 Juiy, on the t’hreeenginesfrom
the other state. O n all six engines,the pre-TED
diagnosiswas wrong, and the TED diagnosiswas
right. ‘Thus,in the first two days of fielding, TED
savedthe Guard six incorrect enginerepairs at
a cost savingsof over $50K.

aiid

hardware. Soldier acceptancewas also unanimously
positive. Both computer- and non-computer-literate
mechanicsreadily acceptedTED as the preferredtool for
m a intainingthe engine(Baur et al. 1996).
Beta testing
Basedon the successof the 1993tests,the National Guard
agreedto becomebetatestersfor TED. In 1994,two states,
Tennessee
and Georgia,were given early copiesof 2 TED
softwarem o d u lesfor testing. During 1995and 1996,ARL
deliveredTED softwareandtrainingto a total of 66 National
Guardunits in 29 statesas follows:

By the summerof 1996,TED diagnosticshaderror
rates well below 5 % .

Application development and deployment

Date:

State( # units within state)

History

Jan 1995

T W ’),

Mar 1995

ID(41, Q-W),

The TED programstartedin 1991at the OC&S as an effort
to seeksolutionsto someof the m a intenance
problemsthe
Army was having with its equipment. ARL joined the
programin the summerof 1991as knowledgeengineersand
technicaiadvisors,with the OC&S supplyingthe SMEs to
provide the expert diagnosticknowledgeand to guide the
developmentdirection of the system. The OCXS also
supplied enginesand soldiers as neededto test the new
softwarebeingdeveloped.

TN319 MO(l)

CO(l), OR(l), WA(l)

MS(7), LA(l), KS(l): KY(2)

Totals: 29 states66 units
In early 1997,TED was sufficiently developedand testedto
be r&a& to units in the a&y -4m.y. ‘Rv
nf 1I//“,
QOQ
J th,=
L.‘Vpd
Y.‘U“I
there will be a total of 200 copies of TED in use by the
NationalGuard,the Marines,andthe activeArmy.
Payoff
The goal of the TED programis to savemoneyby reducing
the diagnosticerror rate. An 8 0 % error reductionwill save
roughly$10 m illion eachyearby avoidingunneededrepair.
The TED programis on its way to achievingthis goal.
_^^_

in 1993, the University of Delawareconducteda
formal user test using 30 soldiers from the
Tennessee
NationalGuard.The resultsshowedthat
TED cut the error rate by 5 0 % _

In the summerof 1994,units from two different
stateNationalGuardsreceivedearlyversionsof the
TED software.Eachstatehadthreebrokenengines
slatedfor turn-in.Eachstatehaddiagnosedthe bad
enginesbeforeTED arrived. O n Saturday,9 July,
TED wasusedon the threeenginesfrom one state,
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The first TED prototypewasreadyby January1992.For the
next 18 months,existing m o d u leswere expandedand new
m o d u leswere begun. In March of 1993,the TED program
was n o m inated and received the American Defense
Preparedness
Association’sawardfor
~.. outstandinp
-... - --.----- D histirs
--p-I-‘-l
andAI application.By Augustof the sameyear,theprogram
was sufficiently developedto warrant formal field testing.
Preliminary results showed TED improved fault
identificationby 96 % over the older manualmethods.
In January1994,ProgramManager-Abrams
(PM-Abrams),
theprimaryproponentfor the Abramstank, decidedto field
TED to all activeDS units with Abrams tanks. In addition,
furtherproductionof papermanualsfor the AGTl500 engine
was halted.By March of the sameyear,the NationalGuard
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soon as possible. F ielding to the first two National Guard
units (Georgia and Tennessee)beganin July 1994. The
NationalGuardBureaucontinuedto incrementallyfield TED
until 65 units in 29 stateswith Abrams tanks had the TED
software.
Development guidelines
The TED software engineersquickly establishedsome
importantguidelinesthat remainin effect today.

Establish and Maintain Communication.
Software
engineers and SMEs do not generally speak the same
language,Softwareengineerstalk of framesand objects.The
SMEs for the TED programare Ml tank mechanics.Ml tank
mechanics talk of inlet guide vane (IGV) angles and of
rotational variable differential transformers(RVDTs). Each
needsto learn some of the other’s language,but the main
effort is on the softwareengineerto learn the languageof the
mechanic.
The best way to learn what the user does is to observe the
user in his environment. The TED team attended and
videotapedclassesfor Ml mechanics.This produced three
important benefits. First, it quickly immersed the software
engineers into the language of the mechanic. The IGV is
locatedin front of the engine, and the angle determineshow
much air gets through to the turbine blades.Second,it gave
an accuratepicture of how a mechanicperforms his job and
how softwaremight improve that job. The TED team noticed
during that first sessionthat the original scopeof work was
too narrow. There was a whole suite of software that could
help the mechanicbetterperform his job. Third, it established
a bond between the software engineer and the soldier.
Soldiers could sense that the team was serious and that
soldier’s needswould be given serious attention. They were
thus eagerto cooperate.
When the aim is to produce software that not only works as
planned, but also gets used by the mechanic, then user
participationin the developmentprocessis critical. The TED
teamheardmany stories from soldiers about equipmentthat
nevergetsused,and aboutequipmentthat is difficult to use,
but with a small changewould have made the item soldierfriendly. The TED SMEs were assigned full-time to the
project.
New technology is often met with resistance when it is
thrown at an unawareand/or ill-prepared user. Rarely can a
user, at the start of a project, envision how technology can
improvehis job. A systembasedon initial user expectations
will at best be shallow, and may even be useless. The
softwareengineerand the SME are each constantly learning
aboutthe other.The softwareengineeris continually learning
aboutthe needsanddutiesof the mechanic,and the mechanic
is learningaboutthe potential impact of new software on his
future.
Rapid Prototyping. A prototype is essentialfor two-way
communication.It allows the user to seeand touch what the
softwareengineerenvisionsfor the user.It gives the user the
earliest opportunity to comment on his system,and it gives
him some clue as to the potential of the project. The user
doesnot always know what technology is available, and the
hands-onexperienceof the prototypeis often the best way to

educatethe user.A prototype servesas a common reference
point. Without a piototy&, not much useful feedback can
occur. It also shows how well the software engineer
understandsthe user’sneeds.
Spiral Model. Boehm’s spiral model (Boehm 1986)
incorporatesan incrementaldevelopmentschema.Successive
prototypesareproducedthat expandupon userrequirements.
In addition, the software engineer is able to break down
complex tasksinto smallercomponents.As each component
is developed,it is evaluatedagainst user requirements.The
userrequirementsarere-evaluatedas eachsuccessivemodule
is developed.Consequently,the user is an integral part of the
development team, His input is essential. There are two
reasons behind selecting the spiral method for the TED
program: rapid changesin PC hardware and software and
the needto keep the user in the loop. In 1991,it was obvious
that hardware and software for the PC would continue to
improve and become more affordable. Computer memory
continues to expand and deflate in price. Hard drives
continue to get bigger and cheaper. Screen resolution
expands, and video cards improve. The price of a Pentium
systemtoday rivals the price of a 386 systemin 1991,
Software follows the same pattern outlined for hardware.
Every year,softwareimproves,new productsare announced,
and existing products offer upgradesat an astoundingpace
and price. Goals that were impossible or difficult in the past
may now be relatively easy tasks.The TED team continues
to meet formally once a month to decideon the direction and
scopeof the project. Unsatisfied goals are re-evaluated,and
somemay be droppedfrom the list, while new goals may be
added.

Software Maintenance
The incrementaldesign used for TED incorporatessoftware
maintenanceinto the process. Early software moduleshave
been in use since 1994, and the last software was delivered
in September1996. ARL continues to receive bug reports
and wish lists from the field, althoughthesehave diminished
significantly. ARL is now training other Army personnelto
take over the maintenancefor the TED program.

TED WEB Site
For more information, visit the TED WEB site at
HTI’P://RPSTL.ARL.MIL/TED.HTML
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